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Preamble  

This report presents measurements of forces exerted on Lenterra’s drag force flow (DFF) sensor installed into a 

vibrating fluid bed dryer. The effort aimed at evaluating Lenterra’s DFF sensor ability to provide in-line real-time 

monitoring of a drying process and exploring the possibility of using the DFF sensor output as a process analytical 

technology (PAT) tool for real-time quality control in the vibrational dryer production cycle.  

Specific objectives of the study 

1. Verify that DFF sensor can be successfully installed with the vibratory dryer in a position where the probe is 

in adequate contact with the powder. 

2. Observe sensor performance in a range of environmental conditions that are typical for the dryer operation 

(accelerations up to 30g, temperatures down to -10C, pressure down to 10 Torr). 

3. Find out if the sensor response changes with process parameters such as batch formulation, vibrational 

settings and other. 

4. Investigate the difference in sensor response when its force measurement axis is tangential and parallel to 

the dryer radius, which are expected to reflect the tangential and radial motions of the powder. 

5. Carry out continuous measurements over typical production drying cycles using both placebo and active 

drug formulations. 

Case Study 
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Equipment 

Tests were conducted in a 12” 

Sweco vibratory dryer.  

Dryer Elements 

Top part: the bowl and cooling 

jacket. Inner diameter is 12”. 

Vertically the bowl is split in two 

parts by removable 0.1 mm mesh.  

Top part: the under-bowl space 

(~1.5” deep) collects excess liquids 

and serves as a source of nitrogen 

gas that passes through the mesh 

and wet powder. 

A motor with a set of acentric 

weights is situated in the bottom 

part of the dryer (a larger diameter 

unit as seen on the photograph). 

When the motor runs, the top part 

of the dryer vibrates relatively to 

the bottom part.  Typical 

accelerations are 3-5g depending 

on the motor load (RPM) and/or 

weight orientations. Oscillation 

amplitude of the bowl is 

approximately 5 mm. During the 

startup phase, the oscillating part of 

the dryer collides with the 

stationary bottom part, at which 

time the acceleration can reach 30g. 

The DFF probe with probe support 

was installed into a 1.5” port 

typically used for a temperature 

probe.  

LFS system 

DFF probe (S/N 124120) rated for force of 4N was used. The probe is 

40mm long and 2.8mm in diameter The probe support with the 

probe was installed on the 1.5” Tri-Clamp port using and 1.5” Tri-

Clamp 1” NPT adapter and a cable fastening nut. Two O-Rings were 

placed between the adapter and the probe support to provide 

vacuum sealing. 

The probe was placed vertically with the tip of the pin located 1” 

above the mesh and approximately 1” from the inner surface of the 

wall.  

DFF sensor force measurement is directional. The measured force is 

a projection of an actual force acting on the probe to its axis of 

sensitivity (see White Papers 1 and 2 on Lenterra’s website:  

http://lenterra.com/knowledge-base/). In most tests of the reported 

effort, the probe was installed in such a way that its sensitivity axis 

was perpendicular to the dryer radius and directed clockwise when 
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viewed from the top (tangential orientation, see diagram). In the probe orientation study, the probe was rotated 90 

degrees around its axis so that its sensitivity axis coincides with the bowl radius with positive force measured away 

from the center of the bowl (radial position).  

Temperature of the probe is measured by DFF sensors simultaneously with force.  

An LOI-2F interrogator was connected to the probe via a fiber optic cable. A force measurement rate of 500 points 

per second was kept throughout the tests. 

Formulations 

1. Placebo powder.  

2. Active drug component powder (placebo powder with an active drug component. 

Tests 

There were two sets of tests conducted. The first set included a number of short dryer runs (5 to 10 minute long), 

where a DFF sensor response to a change in a certain parameter of the dryer operation was tested. The second set 

included continuous in-line measurements during production drying cycles. Specifically, the following studies have 

been completed:   

1. Parameter response studies 

a. Different formulations (air, placebo, active drug component) 

b. Probe orientation study (radial and tangential)  

i. Probe is in air at atmospheric pressure  

ii. Dry placebo formulation powder 

iii. Dry active drug formulation powder  

c. Bottom weight lead angle study (5 angle settings) 

d. Vibrational frequency study (two frequencies) 

 

2. Monitoring drying cycles  

a. Fast drying cycle  

i. Placebo  

ii. Active drug formulation 

b. Overnight drying cycle (placebo) 

Results 

Vibrational dryers oscillate with a specific frequency therefore the force pulse magnitude (FPM) – a DFF sensor 

metric that was successfully used for characterization of high shear wet granulation (HSWG) – can also be a useful 

parameter for monitoring the wet mass consistency in a vibrational dryer. For details on FPM calculation please 

refer to White Paper 3 available on Lenterra’s website. In addition to the FPM, analysis below includes evaluation of 

the shape of raw signal, and FPM distribution width (WFPM). 

    

1. Parameter response studies 

In the first set of studies, the dryer bowl was either empty (air) or filled with dry powder (placebo or active drug 

formulation). The bowl was not cooled, and neither nitrogen supply nor vacuum pumping was turned on. Vacuum 

line port was open to atmosphere. The motor’s bottom acentric weight lead angle was kept at 60 degrees. 

 

1a. Different formulations 

DFF sensor signal in vibrating dryer was obtained when, first, the bowl was empty and the vacuum port (5” flange) 

was left open to atmospheric air, second, when the bowl was filled with typical amount (700 g) of dry placebo 

formulation powder, and, third, when the bowl was filled with same amount of active drug component formulation 

powder. The raw signal, signal frequency spectrum (FFT), FPM and WFPM evolutions are given in the plots below.  
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Raw Force 

 

 

 

  

Formulation DFF probe sensitivity axis orientation Color 

Air Tangential Blue 

Placebo Tangential Green 

Active Tangential Red 

Active Drug 

Placebo 

Air 

Moving average 5000 (10 seconds) 
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FFT 

 

 

FPM (moving average 250 FPM points or 10 seconds   WFPM (array size 250 FPM points or 10 seconds) 

 

 

 1a. Observations: 

 High DFF probe readings between 10 and 20s were caused by high accelerations occurring during the 

startup phase of the dryer motor when the top part of the dryer strikes the bottom part. We assume that 

the steady state is achieved at approximately 30 seconds.   

 Raw data plot for air is relatively symmetric in positive and negative directions of force measurement, while 

for both placebo and active drug formulations the raw data plots are slightly asymmetric with net force 

showing a positive value. This is an evidence that in air the force of the probe is inertial. Probe undergoes 

forced oscillations caused by the vibrating dryer.  

 This net positive force observed for placebo and active drug is indicative of physical impact of the powder 

on the probe. Positive value of the net force shows that the powder moves in the direction of probe 

sensitivity axis, i.e. clockwise.  

 Net force is higher for the active drug formulation indicating that cohesiveness of the powder is higher for 

the active drug formulation. 

 In air the vibrating dryer excites multiple modes of the probe oscillations, which could be observed on the 

detailed view of the raw force. The high modes are dumped in powder, with the dryer vibrational frequency 

(24.9 Hz) dominating the frequency spectrum, as confirmed by the fast Fourier transformation (FFT) 

frequency plot.  

 FPM and WFPM (characterizes the width of the FPM distribution over a selected preset of FPM points) 

values are significantly higher for active formulation as compared to placebo. FPM and WFPM values are 

also higher for air as compared to placebo.  

 FPM values for placebo and air are close, while WFPM for air is higher, indicating more steady oscillations, 
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than in placebo.  

 FPM level in air is unsteady most probably due to mechanical mode hoping that is typical for free space 

probe oscillation.     

 In active drug formulation tests, the FPM signal was increasing steadily for the first five minutes of 

operation. The nature of this effect is unclear, requires further testing.    

 

1b. Probe orientation studies  

In these tests, for the first run the probe was installed in such a way that the probe sensitivity axis was in tangential 

orientation (see diagram above). After completion of the first run, the motor stopped and the probe was rotated 90 

degrees around its axis so that its sensitivity axis coincides with the bowl radius (radial orientation), and the 

measurement was repeated.  

 

FPM (moving average 250 FPM points or 10 seconds)  WFPM (array size 250 FPM points or 10 seconds) 

 

 

 

Formulation DFF probe sensitivity axis orientation Color on plots 

Air Tangential Blue 

Air Radial Purple 

Placebo Tangential Green 

Placebo Radial Orange 

Active Tangential Red 

Active Radial Light blue 

Air 

Placebo 
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1b Observations: 

 Directional studies demonstrated that the vibration of the probe as well as motion of the powder 

demonstrate complex pattern in the horizontal plane. Radial and tangential projections of the force are 

comparable for air and both formulations. 

 Radial component of the force is greater than the tangential one for air and placebo, while for the active 

drug formulation the tangential component is greater indicating that the force due to tangential motion of 

the powder is greater for active drug powder than that for placebo.    

     

1c. Bottom weight lead angle study 

In these tests the lead angle of the bottom acentric weight was varied from 0 to 180 degrees. The bottom weight is 

mostly responsible for vertical vibration. The top weight was not adjusted due to time constrains. The powder used 

in these tests was the dry placebo powder resulted from the overnight drying test described in section 2b. The DFF 

probe orientation is tangential for all tests.  

Lead angle, 

degrees 

Powder motion 

observed 

Plot color 

0 CCW Blue 

60* CW Green 

90 CW Red 

110 CW Purple 

180 CCW Orange 

*Sixty degrees is the standard setting in a typical production cycle  

FPM (moving average 250 FPM points or 10 seconds)  WFPM (array size 250 FPM points or 10 seconds) 

  

 

1c. Observations: 

 The highest registered FPM readings were for 60 degrees lead angle.  

 FPM and WFPM readings at 0 degrees and 180 degrees settings were noticeably lower than for 60, 90 and 

110 degrees settings.  

Active Drug 
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 At 0 and 180 degrees the overall powder movement was counterclockwise; it is possible that the product 

release valve, located just upstream from the DFF probe for this direction of motion, created a wake in the 

area where the DFF sensor was installed leading to reduced amount of powder colliding with the probe 

and, therefore, to lower FPM. 

 

1d. Vibrational frequency study 

In this test the motor load was changed from standard value of 87% to 100%. This changed the frequency of dryer 

vibration from 24.9 Hz to 29.6Hz. The motor load was switched at approximately 150 seconds after beginning the 

measurements.  

Material DFF probe sensitivity axis orientation Plot color 

Active Tangential Red 

 

Raw Force       Moving average 5000 (10 seconds) 

 

  

 

FFT 
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FPM (moving average 250 FPM points or 10 seconds)  WFPM (array size 250 FPM points or 10 seconds) 

   

 

1d Observations: 

 Higher frequency of vibration leads to greater acceleration and therefore to higher steady component of 

the raw force and to greater FPM values 

 Change of the frequency by 20% lead to a 60% increase in the FPM level – high sensitivity of the 

measurement to frequency of vibration 

 

 

 

2. Monitoring drying cycles 

Formulation: 700g dry powder mixed with 15 liters of fluid (75% water/25% ethanol). 

The slurry was loaded through the 2” port into the vibrating dryer for about 15 min.  

Excess liquid is pumped out from the bottom part of the dryer, wet powder (consistency resembled dough) stayed 

on mesh. The loading and liquid removal took 10-15 min. Then the motor was stopped, the loading and fluid 

collection ports are terminated and a vacuum line is attached to the 5” flange on the lid. The drying process started 

with the motor restarted and the nitrogen gas supply activated.  During the drying cycle nitrogen gas was pumped 

out via the vacuum line. Typical nitrogen flow rate was several scfh and the pressure inside the bowl was 10-20 Torr. 

The bowl was cooled to typically 6C and the temperature in the bowl varied from room temperature and -6C when 

strong evaporating cooling was taking place. The fast drying cycles conducted took 2 and 5 hours and the full cycle 

took 16 hours.  

 

 

2a. Fast drying cycles 

In the fast drying cycle, placebo and active drug formulations were tested successively. In both tests, the drying 

setting were more aggressive than typically used, to accommodate for the time available for the tests. Gas pressure 

in the bowl was 13 Torr, nitrogen flow rate was 8scfh, cooling jacket temperature was 6C. 
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2a.i. Fast drying cycle: placebo 

FPM 

 

 

Temperature 

 

Visual observations 
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The appearance of the drying material was monitored periodically using available glass windows. Observations were 

taken randomly and might not correspond to a beginning of the noted change in the state of the powder. The 

observations are summarized in the table, with approximate timing indicated on the moving average FPM and 

WFPM plots below. 

 

No. Time, s Event/observations 

1 30 The vibratory dryer is turned on 

2 30-500 The material looks like dough and moves slowly in the CW direction 

3 800 Soft chunks of the material (several cm in size) start to appear 

4 1,000 2-3 cm in diameter round shape hard looking chunks are formed on the surface 

5 1,700 A lot of 3-5 mm in diameter round shape hard looking granules have formed 

6 2,500 No granules larger than ~1cm in diameter present 

7 2,700 A stationary chunk of the material forms on the center of the mesh at the bottom of the 
drier 

8 4,900 The stationary chunk grew significantly. Most of the material is trapped in it. Only 2-3cm 
wide ring of tumbling powder with 0.5-1.5 cm granules is visible next to the walls. 
Occasional 3-5 mm granules are rolling over top of the chunk. 

9 6,000 The tumbling powder ring next to the wall is reduced to ~1cm in thickness. No material 
moves over the top of the frozen chunk. Since most of material is “removed” by the chunk  
at the bottom, the probe is essentially measuring air. 

10 6,650 Vibration was stopped and the dryer opened. All material indeed was trapped in the chunk 
at the bottom of the bowl. 

 

A library of videos (available as separate files) were recorded through the glass windows. Table below presents 

video file names with corresponding times on the FPM and WFPM plots. 

 

File name Time on the plot, s 

157.mov 1,330 

158.mov 1,850 

159.mov 2,310 

160.mov 2,570 

161.mov 3,360 

162.mov 3,390 

163.mov 5,060 

164.mov 5,120 

165.mov 6,055 
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FPM (moving average over 250 FPM points or 10 seconds) 

 

 

WFPM (array size 250 FPM points or 10s) 
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2a.i Observations 

 FPM and WFPM readings are increasing through the first several minutes, then slowly decreasing for until 

~5,500s, indicating granule growth and breakage with subsequent formation of a stationary chunk of 

material at the bottom of the bowl.  

 There are two peaks pronounced in the FPM evolution on the initial stage of the process (before 2500 

seconds) - the first wave maximum at ~1,100s, and second at ~2,000s). This could be an indication that 

granule growth and subsequent breakage repeats twice in the process in this time period. 

 WFPM generally follows the trend of FPM evolution with an exception of the time period at the end of the 

measurement, after approximately 4500 seconds. After this time instant, the FPM value grew while WFPM 

fell indicating that FPM oscillations had steady magnitude typical for fine powder measurements (see 

section 1a)   

 Temperature measurements by the DFF sensor reflected the expected dynamics and are consistent with 

temperature evolutions measured previously using a temperature sensor. 

 

2a.ii. Fast drying cycle: active drug formulation 

 

FPM 
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Temperature 

 

 

Visual observations 

The visual appearance of the drying material was monitored periodically using available glass windows. 

Observations were taken randomly and might not correspond to a beginning of the noted change in the state of 

the powder. The observations are summarized in the table, with approximate timing indicated on the moving 

average FPM and WFPM plots below. 

 

No. Time, s Event/observations 

1 15 The vibratory dryer is turned on 

2 500 Chunks of material are forming moving in sync with dough 

3 650 Material less resembles dough and more looks like an array of wet chunks moving all 
together 

4 1,000 Chunks of material start to move independently from each other 

5 1,300 A stationary chunk of the material forms on the center of the mesh at the bottom of the 
drier 

6 1,400 A lot of ~4cm granules, there is practically no granules below 1cm in diameter 

7 1,900 Most of the granules are 1-2cm in diameter, few large (~4cm in diameter) granules 

8 2,400 Several ~3cm in diameter granules are present downstream the probe 

9 2,600 Al lot of 0.3-0.7 cm granules, few granules are larger than 2cm  

10 5,500 The stationary chunk grew. Only small (mostly below 0.5cm in diameter) granules left. 
There are a lot of fine powder tumbling next to the wall and rolling over the stationary 
chunk in the center  

11 6,900 More than half of the material is stationary, the rest of the material looks like fine powder 
and is tumbling next to the walls forming uneven ring ~4cm wide upstream and ~1cm wide 
downstream of the product release valve 

12 7300 No tumbling downstream the product release valve. The width of the tumbling area 
upstream of the valve is reduced to ~3cm  
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13 9,500 The width of the tumbling area upstream of the valve is further reduced to ~1.5cm. The 
material that is still moving has a fine powder appearance. There are no granules larger 
than 0.1cm inside the dryer 

14 12,400 Small top parts of the stationary chunk of material break off. The broken off part 
immediately disintegrates into fine powder. No granules formed. 

15 14,000-

14,300 

To speed up breakage of the stationary chunk the cooling jacket temperature is gradually 
increased from 6C to 11C 

16 14,600 The stationary chunk of material breaks down forming multiple large (~5cm) granules  

17 14,900 Most of the granules are 0.5-1.5cm in diameter 

18 15,300 Most of the material is dry powder with several large (~3cm) granules still present in dryer 

19 17,000 Dry powder with several ~1-2cm granules 

20 17100 Recording was stopped without turning vibration off. 

A library of videos (available as separate files) were recorded through the glass windows. Table below presents 

video file names with corresponding times on the FPM and WFPM plots. 

 

File name Time on the plot, s 

172.mov 150 

173.mov 1,010 

174.mov 1,480 

175.mov 2,390 

176.mov 5,540 

177.mov 6,520 

178.mov 7,510 

179.mov 9,490 

180.mov 11,520 

181.mov 14,770 

182.mov 16,940 

 

FPM (moving average over 250 FPM points or 10 seconds) 
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WFPM (array size 250 FPM points or 10s) 

 

 

Comparison of fast drying cycles for active drug (colored) and placebo (black) 

FPM Moving average 1500 (60s)   
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WFPM (array size 1500 FPM points or 60s) 

 

 

2a.ii Observations 

 The DFF sensor readings, FPM and WFPM time evolution for the first part of the active formulation drying 

show similar trends to ones from placebo formulation fast drying done in the previous day. FPM and WFPM 

readings are increasing through the first several hundreds of seconds and slowly decreasing to ~7,000s, 

indicating granule agglomeration and breakage.  

 In both placebo and active drug formulations, a characteristic minimum in FPM and WFPM evolutions 

manifested the formation of a stationary chunk of material on the bottom of the bowl. 

 After the minimum FPM and WFPM plots show different dynamics, with FPM value steadily increasing and 

WFPM value staying roughly at the same level or decreasing. This may be an indication of fine powder 

formation in the bowl. 

 Similar to placebo, there are two “waves” in the readings for active formulation (first wave maximum at 

~1,400s, second – at ~2,300s) probably indicating the oscillation in the size of the chunks/granules formed 

in the granulator. The positions of the “waves” are delayed in active formulation cycle as compared to the 

placebo formulation cycle (1,400s vs 1,100s for the first wave, 2,300s vs 2,000s for the second wave, 

respectively) indicating that for active formulation drying is slower. 

 At ~14,600s a sudden increase is recorded in FPM, and WFPM readings, caused by sudden breaking of the 

stationary chunk formed in the center of the bowl. The large chunks start moving making strong impact of 

the probe. The breakage was visually confirmed by an operator. 

 

2b. Overnight 15 hour drying cycle: placebo formulation 

DFF sensor continuously recorded force and temperature measurements over 15.8 hour in an overnight test. The 

nitrogen flow rate was reduced to a typical for production cycle value of 4.5scfh, gas pressure in the bowl was kept 

at 20 Torr, cooling jacket temperature was 6C. No visual observations were taken. Independent records of humidity 

in the dryer have shown two-fold increase at approximately 2:45am (corresponding to 33,480s elapsed time 

readings).  
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FPM 

 

FPM: Zoom in to the moment of breaking of the stationary chunk 

 

 

Temperature 
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FPM (moving average 250 or 10 seconds) 
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WFPM 

 

 

WFPM:  Zoom in to the moment of breaking of the stationary chunk 
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Comparison of overnight drying cycle (colored) and fast drying cycle (black) for placebo formulation 

FPM Moving average 1500 (60s)   

 

WFPM (array size 1500 FPM points or 60s) 
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2b Observations 

 The DFF sensor readings, FPM and WFPM time evolution for the first part of the overnight drying show 

similar trends to ones from fast drying cycles performed during the day. FPM and WFPM readings are 

increasing through the first several hundreds of seconds and then slowly decreasing for until ~12,000s, 

indicating granule agglomeration and breakage. Similar to fast drying, there are two “waves” in the 

readings (first wave maximum at ~4,000s, second – at ~7,500s) probably indicating the oscillation in the 

size of the chunks/granules formed in the granulator.  

 In the overnight cycle, a third wave (around ~13,000s) is registered on the WFPM plot. The positions of the 

“waves” are delayed for overnight drying as compared to the placebo fast drying cycle dynamics (4,000s vs 

1,100s for the first wave, 7,500s vs 2,000s for the second wave), most probably due to slower drying settings 

leading to a slower overall drying. 

 At ~33,350s a sudden increase is recorded for FPM, and WFPM values, most probably due to formation of 

the large agglomerates broken from the stationary chunk of material that was observed in the fast drying 

cycle. The timing is consistent with two-fold increase in humidity measured independently.  

 The breaking of the material continued to ~43,000s.  

 The peaks at ~53,000s and 55,000s were caused by an operator hitting the dryer. 

 Temperature readings showed increase in temperature in the bowl in the middle of the cycle. The cause is 

not immediately known. 

 

 

Conclusions 

1. DFF sensor was successfully installed on the 12” Sweco vibratory dryer. High accelerations (up to 30g) 

did not affect the probe operation and did not damage the sensor. The vacuum seal of the probe 

installation adapter satisfied the sealing requirements (less than 0.1% oxygen were detected inside the 

dryer) 

2. The ability to read temperature inside the dryer and, therefore, possibility to replace the temperature 

gage was demonstrated. 

3. DFF sensor force measurements provided rich amount of data seemingly responding to most changes 

happening in the process. Specifically: 

a. DFF sensor reliably differentiated dry placebo from dry active formulations 

b. With high sensitivity resolved change in the vibration frequency 

c. Provided different response to vibration settings (lead angle for the bottom weight) at the 

same vibration frequency, detecting the optimal value of 60 degrees with maximum FPM 

readings 

d. Demonstrated ability to characterize both motion of fine powder and individual impacts of 

large granules and agglomerates  

4. Both for placebo and active formulations the FPM and WFPM readings were indicative of the processes 

going on inside the dryer (formation and braking the granules, formation and breaking the stationary 

chunk in the center of the dryer). 

5. By detecting characteristic features in the FPM and WFPM evolutions, in similar setting of fast drying 

conditions, the DFF sensor recoded different timing for these features occurring in placebo and active drug 

formulations respectively such as times when the “waves” in FPM and WFPM signal occurred. DFF sensor 

measurements in placebo in the fast and overnight drying detected similar features. The timing of these 

event were reliably detected in the overnight cycle and delayed apparently due to lower nitrogen flow 

settings. Therefore, by monitoring characteristic features in the FPM and WFPM evolutions, DFF sensor can 

be used as a tool for scaling up the process.  

 

Overall, DFF sensor appears to be a promising PAT tool for monitoring and control of vibrational dryer 

operation. 


